INTRODUCTION.
We first define the quasiderivative operators, L,, 0 < <., inductively by, l<i<n, where p,(x) C'"-')([0,1], (0, o)), 0 < < n, and we assume p._,(x)= on [0, 1]. We will be concerned with solutions of boundary value problems for the quasi-differential equation, L,y + f(x, Loy, Ly L,_y) 0, (1.1) satisfying the boundary conditions, L,y(O) 0,0 _< _< n-2, and L,_y(1) 0, (1.2) where f(x, yi,...,y,_l) 0 has singularities at y, 0, g < n-1. For notation, we let and and we assume throughou.t that, 
li f(z.g 9,,_)-0 uiformlyon copacl subsels of (0.1) x (0.)
We observe that, f y is a solulion of (1.1), lhe by (A), L,,y < 0, so that L,,_y is a concave function.
The singular boundary value problem 1.1 ), (1.2) 2. SOME PRELIMINARIES.
The following definitions and properties of cones in a Banach space can be found in Amann's [14] treatise.
Let B be a Banach space, and h" a closed, nonempty subset of B. h" is a cone provided (i) au+v K, ( Since each ft satisfies (B), it follows that Tt is decreasing with respect to the cone K, for each 1. Also, 0 Tt(0) (wrt K) and 0 T(0) ( We have or, in particular,
Vhen restricted to the closed order interval, <9, (n-2)i z"-=>' T is a compact mapping. 
